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In an eCommerce world, consumers can 
buy almost anything online with just a few 
clicks, leaving transport companies to han-
dle a wider range of goods than ever before. 

From phones to photocopiers 
Purchases such as books, clothes and gad-
gets arrive one-by-one, individually wrapped 
for next day delivery. Even larger goods such 
as televisions, appliances and golf clubs 
make their way through a carrier’s sorting hub.  
To manage this variety of shipment types,  
carriers need the right processes in place to 
handle goods of all shapes and sizes.

Parcels, smalls and non-conveyables
If you handle a large number of small items, 
a dedicated smalls line with a shorter weigh-
ing belt can optimize throughput. If non-con-
veyables require significant extra effort, au-
tomated weighing and measuring solutions 
with an extra wide belt can save you time 
and costs. 

Read on to discover solutions that fit your 
unique sorting needs. 

Keep Throughputs at the Max 
Whatever Your Parcel Mix might Be
In a high-speed sorting environment, weighing shouldn’t be the process step that 
slows you down. By looking at your parcel mix and choosing the optimal weighing 
solution, you can keep throughput at its peak.

A Quick and Easy Solution  
for Parcel Weighing

Maximize Profits with Best 
Dimensioner Read Rates

4 Ways to Improve Distribution 
Center Efficiency

Get Ready: How to Prepare for 
Dynamic Pallet Dimensioning
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Variety of Parcel Sizes? No Problem.
Three Solutions for Different Sorts

Varied parcel sizes
• Parcels of all shapes and sizes
• Automatic sorting line
• Parcels up to 1.8 m in length

Mind the gap for high throughput
High-speed dual scales keep throughput high when you deal with many parcel sizes. Software determines which  
weighing belt to use and optimizes the gapping between parcels to ensure that not a second is wasted. You are  
able to increase throughput without adding an extra line: 
• Process up to 18,000 parcels an hour
• Maintain excellent measuring results in tough conditions
• Achieve cost-effective integration into any sorting system

 ` www.mt.com/XS-dualscale

Smalls and envelopes
• Small items packaged in bags, envelopes or boxes
• Automatic sorting line
• Parcels up to 0.41 m in length

Speed up smalls handling
Sending a small package through a scale designed to handle parcels up to a meter long will decrease throughput as  
only one parcel can be on the belt at a given time. Specially designed smalls solutions minimize the time an object needs  
to be on the weighing belt, optimizing throughput while saving valuable space. You gain:
• High throughput from a small footprint system
• Smooth parcel transfer to ensure small packages don’t get stuck
• High weighing precision when detecting and measuring the smallest objects

 ` www.mt.com/TLW250

Non-conveyables
• Goods that are too long, heavy, bulky or fragile to be processed  

by the main sorter
• Parcels up to 2.4 m in length
• Automatic measurement, semi-manual processing

Reduce time spent on manual processing
Although non-conveyables probably represent a small share of your shipments, it is likely that they account for a  
disproportional percentage of operational cost and effort. Specially designed DWS solutions with an extra-wide belt  
automate the process of weighing and measuring items that cannot be sent through the main sorter. You benefit from: 
• Quick and easy processing of long, bulky or fragile freight
• Seamless integration with other data management systems for ease
• A standalone design that is easily integrated with roller conveyors or x-ray machines

 ` www.mt.com/TLX

DWS Buyer’s Guide
Make an informed choice. Choose the right 
solution with help from our DWS Buyer’s Guide:

www.mt.com/dws-guide
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Are your throughputs high enough? 
A dynamic solution can measure 720 pallets an hour and is ideal for high-throughput operations where  
measurements are required for invoicing. If you measure fewer than 3,000 pallets per day it is likely that you 
can capture the measurements you need with a static pallet dimensioning solution.

Is your terminal layout optimized for efficiency? 
To gain maximum efficiency, your pallet dimensioner should be placed over a main transport lane leading 
from inbound to outbound so you can capture the majority of pallets without the need for a detour. You can 
also aim to have pallets traveling through the system in both directions. A minimum of three to five meters of 
space is required to measure a 2.4 meter wide pallet.

Do you use forklift scales?
To benefit most from dynamic pallet dimensioning, which saves the time required to put a pallet on the floor 
to measure it, use of forklift scales is ideal. Forklift scales weigh a pallet as soon as it is placed on the forks, 
capturing weight data instantly. Dimensions are then recorded to create a complete data file as the driver 
moves the pallet to the outbound dock – no additional processing required.

Are your pallets easily identifiable? 
To create a complete data file of your measured pallets, you need to be able to link the dimension measurement 
to a pallet ID. This means either labelling the pallet with a unique ID or linking a pallet to the forklift transporting 
it. So that the barcode can be seen by barcode readers mounted overhead to link the weight and dimensional 
results, all labels must be placed facing upwards. 
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Dynamic Pallet Dimensioning Is Coming 
Are You Ready?

If you thought a drive-through pallet dimensioner was out of reach for your operation, think 
again. This new technology is quickly becoming more available – and it could become your 
competitive advantage with the right preparation if you process enough pallets.

 ` www.mt.com/TLD970

Request a Free Consultation
METTLER TOLEDO will help you to assess what is needed for the  
implementation of dynamic pallet dimensioning and plan for the steps 
needed to prepare. Contact us for a free consultation.

 ` www.mt.com/dynamic-pallet

Dynamic pallet dimensioning
Are you ready to gain the advantages of 
100-percent pallet dimensioning? Find out by 
downloading our implementation checklist:
www.mt.com/dynamic-pallet
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1 Goods Receiving –  
Maintain Inventory Control
Maintaining inventory control means knowing ex-
actly what is coming into your warehouse. Scales  
and dimensioners record the data of incoming 
goods for storage planning and space optimization.

Solutions: 
• Automatic dimensioning, weighing and scanning
• Counting scales
• Bench scales
• Integrated shelf scales

4 Quality Control –  
Deliver as Promised
If a shipment registers weight that differs from 
what it should be, an alarm is triggered and the 
package is sent for manual verification, ensuring 
the completeness of outgoing shipments.

Solutions: 
• Inline dynamic weighing
• Counting scales
• Bench scales
• Floor scales

3 Revenue Protection –  
Manage Transport Costs
Automatically check weight and size of outgoing 
goods to manage transport costs to avoid back-
charges from your transport provider and effec-
tively manage delivery costs.

Solutions: 
• Dynamic dimensioning, weighing and scanning
• Shipping / manifest scales
• Forklift scales
• Floor scales

2 Picking and Packing – 
Optimize Space and Materials
Having registered parcel data earlier, the  
computer system already knows the size of  
each item and will tell the handler the size of  
box to use and packaging materials required.

Solutions: 
• Bench scales
• Floor scales
• Integration with box makers and label printers
• Data management software

4 Ways to Boost Efficiency
Distribution Center Process Optimization

A distribution center is home to millions of products. Strict control is needed to make sure 
every order is correctly picked, packed and delivered. Weight and measurement data can 
be used to optimize packing, control quality and manage outgoing transport costs.
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Solutions for transport and logistics
Discover the full range of solutions for transport 
and logistics from forklift scales to automatic  
dimensioning, weighing and scanning solutions.
www.mt.com/transport-competence
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Large postal carrier in Norway reduces re-directs by 11.5 percent
A leading parcel carrier in Norway redirects parcels that are not read by the  
dimensioner on first pass to a manual handling station. Because a significant  
percentage of this carrier’s parcels were packed in black, shiny boxes, the number 
of no-reads was having a significant impact on throughput and handling costs.  
By switching to the CSN950 MultiHead, the company was able to reduce redirects 
by 11.5 percent.

System integrator customer recovers revenue on 9 percent more parcels
When a system integrator received a request from a customer for a dimensioner 
that would improve read rate and capture revenue on parcels less than 50 milli-
meters in height, the integrator selected the CSN950 MultiHead after testing it in 
its own facilities. The customer was able to increase read rate by five percent and 
capture revenue an additional four percent of parcels that were too small to be 
measured legal-for-trade by their previous dimensioner. 

Australian division of leading global carrier improves read rate by 5 percent
Even when packages seem to be standard in shape and surface type, it is possible 
to improve revenue recovery by changing to a dimensioner for irregular shapes. 
A long-time customer of METTLER TOLEDO upgraded their CSN910 dimensioners 
for regular shapes with the CSN950 MultiHead. By doing so, the carrier was able 
to capture the bulges and irregularities that come from over-packed square boxes 
and improve their read rates by three to five percent each day. 

3 Real Examples 
of Why Read 
Rate Matters

11.5%
fewer redirections

9%
increased revenue  
recovery potential

5%
improved read rate

Stop Dimensioner No-Reads
Reduce Re-Sorts, Improve Revenue

Dimensioner read rate, whether that be the number of parcel surfaces it measures,  
or its legal-for-trade coverage, has a clear impact on profit. Where some dimensioners 
struggle, the CSN950 MultiHead excels.

The CSN950 MultiHead improves read rates through:
1. Easy measurement of difficult surfaces such as black or blue wrapping.
2.  Legal-for-trade measurement of parcels down to 5 mm in height, increasing  

its revenue recovery coverage. 

Here, we look at three examples where the CSN950 MultiHead has improved revenue  
and profits for parcel carriers. 

 ` www.mt.com/CSN950
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Read rate benefits explained
To learn more about how we achieve highest 
possible read rates, download the “See More 
Revenue” white paper here:
www.mt.com/CSN950-Whitepaper
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Product Highlight:
Basic Parcel and Pallet Weighing
Sometimes all you need is a simple solution to quickly and  
accurately record the weight of a parcel or pallet. Our range of bench 
and floor scales is designed to provide just that kind of simple, easy 
and fast solution. 

We offer models built for the rugged, fast-paced 
environment of transport and logistics. Easy-to-use 
bench and floor scale solutions enable quick:

• Shipping charge determination
• Quality control
• Completeness checks
• Referencing and counting

 ` www.mt.com/ind-bc-scale
 ` www.mt.com/floor-scales

Quick, Easy and Error-Free
Over-the-Counter Parcel Weighing

To ensure correct shipment data in its parcel delivery shops, a leading express carrier in 
Thailand uses the BC Shipping Scale to easily determine shipping charges.

To serve the rapidly growing e-commerce industry in Thailand, this express carrier has established 
a network of service points to conveniently allow customers to ship and return parcels. Read on to 
see how the solution improves parcel processes.
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Quick and easy deployment
The BC Shipping Scale is ex-
tremely easy to deploy, helping  
the express carrier with the fast 
expansion of its network. The 
scale is plug-and-play, ready to 
weigh accurately straight out of 
the box.

Reduced operator error 
Little operator training was required 
to effectively use the scale. Weight 
data is registered by simply plac-
ing the parcel on the scale top. 
With no manual data entry, errors 
have been significantly reduced.

Low maintenance costs
The BC Shipping Scale is reliable 
and requires little maintenance. In 
case of damage to the scale’s dis-
play or keypad, it can be easily re-
placed without needing to break 
the metrology seal and incur  
any local weights and measures 
re-certification costs.

Experience the following benefits from the BC Shipping Scale: 
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For more information

Speed Up Pallet Handling
Discover Our Freight Solutions

If you find yourself running out of time to get every pallet measured before 
the delivery driver shows up at the dock, there is a better solution. Forklift 
scales and automatic dimensioners shave minutes off the pallet handling 
process to enhance your productivity and reduce handling costs.

METTLER TOLEDO Group
Industrial Division
Local contact: www.mt.com/contacts

Subject to technical changes
©06/2019 METTLER TOLEDO. All rights reserved
Document No. 30454315 A
MarCom Industrial

www.mt.com/transport

YOUR VOICE
MATTERS

Tell us your opinion
for a chance to win an Apple Watch!

To take the quick survey, visit:

www.mt.com/ind-survey-2019

Watch the video to discover our freight solutions:

 `www.mt.com/freight-solutions


